ABSTRACT Traditional methods for estimating optical flow use variational model that includes data term and smoothness term, which can build a constraint relationship between two adjacent images and optical flow. However, most of them are too slow to be used in real-time applications. Recently, convolutional neural networks have been used in optical flow area successfully. Many current learning methods use large data sets that contain ground truth for network training, which can make use of prior knowledge to estimate optical flow directly. However, these methods overemphasize the factor of deep learning and ignore advantages of many traditional assumptions used in variational framework for optical flow estimation. In this paper, inspired by classical energy-based optical flow methods, we propose a novel approach for dense motion estimation, which combines traditional prior assumptions with supervised learning network. During training, the variation in image brightness, gradient and spatial smoothness are embedded in network. Our method is tested on both synthetic and real scenes. The experimental results show that employing the prior assumptions during training can obtain more detailed and smoothed flow fields and can improve the accuracy of optical flow estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optical flow estimation is one of the most fundamental problems in computer vision and has many applications, including autonomous driving, video segmentation and video semantic understanding. Classical approaches for estimating optical flow have achieved rapid progress in the last two decades. Most methods adopt the energy minimization approach proposed by Horn and Schunck [1] . These classical methods are based on a variational formulation and a related energy minimization problem. The classical energy function contains a data term that constrains the relationship between image pair and flow and contains a smoothness term that reflects the spatial information of the flow field in image. Based on the basic energy function, many improvements have been introduced in [2] - [4] . One of the challenges of optical flow estimation is to deal with the problem of large displacement. To address large displacement problem, coarse-to-fine scheme is employed in [7] , which estimates initial optical flow at coarse level and warps the second image to the first image by using the up-sampled flow at fine level. Brox and Malik [8] add a matching term in variational framework for feature matching, which can provide point correspondences between images and moving objects. Inspired by the large displacement optical flow (LDOF) of Brox and Malik, DeepFlow [9] combines a matching algorithm with variational model for optical flow. The matching algorithm named DeepMatching [10] builds upon a multi-stage architecture which contains convolution and max-pooling operations. However, [9] , [10] do not have any learnable parameters. The successive work EpicFlow [11] improves DeepFlow [9] by employing an interpolation method based on edge map, and by using energy minimization which contains a data term and a smoothness term as post-processing. Motion discontinuity preserving is also an issue in optical flow estimation. Nagel and Enkelmann [12] first uses anisotropic (image driven) smoothness assumption for raising the accuracy of optical flow estimation at edge of motion. Sun et al. [13] analyses the principles in classical energy function and adds a non-local term to prevent over-smoothing across boundaries. Hua et al. [14] presents edge-aware constraints (EAC) which is added in a variational model for edge preserving. Tu et al. [15] improves [14] by employing an additional image fidelity term (IFT) to estimate optical flow and to restore image within a variational formulation. Traditional methods based on variational framework can build an energy model for optical flow estimation by using prior assumptions. However, these methods are usually computationally expensive. Most of them are too slow to be used in real-time applications.
Nowadays, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have advanced a variety of computer vision tasks due to their immense learning capacity and superior efficiency. The CNNs have the ability to approximate the complex, non-linear transformation between the input and output. Example applications include activity recognition [16] , [17] , classification [18] , semantic segmentation [19] , object detection [20] , and remoting sensing image processing [21] . Inspired by the successful application of deep learning in computer vision tasks, Dosovitskiy et al. [5] first proposes a CNN architecture named FlowNet to directly learn the optical flow from data end-to-end. At the same time, they publish a large synthetic dataset named Flying Chairs for training. The architecture of [5] is U-net which consists of a contracting part and an expanding part. Given adjacent frames as input, the network can predict dense optical flow directly. Moreover, as training loss, they use endpoint error (EPE), which is a standard error measure for optical flow estimation. However, EPE loss function is a simple constraint for optical flow estimation, which only calculates the error between ground truth and predictive flow and does not contain the relationship between image pairs and flow fields. The EPE loss also ignores traditional assumptions used in variational framework. In contrast to [5] , in our framework, we take advantage of the traditional assumptions and define a novel loss function that contains three terms: supervised term, data term and smoothness term.
In this paper, inspired by traditional variational formulation for optical flow estimation, we consider the constraint relationship between image pairs and optical flow during training, and combine traditional assumptions with a supervised learning network. In our method, as shown in Fig. 1 , brightness and gradient constancy assumptions are used to constrain the relationship between image pair and flow. And smoothness assumption is added in our loss layer to constrain the spatial information of flow. Compared with traditional optical flow framework, the superiority of learning method is that it can take advantage of prior knowledge and allows the network to learn an implicit prior from a large training dataset. In addition, we also use the endpoint error (EPE) to supervise our network like [5] .
Once trained, given a pair of images as input, our CNN model gives an estimation of the motion field at its output layer. We train our CNN model on Flying Chairs dataset FIGURE 1. The proposed method. The presented network architecture consists of three key components: contracting part based on the structure of FlowNetS [5] , warping layer based on spatial transform network [6] and loss layer based on supervised term and prior assumptions.
and test it on MPI-Sintel, KITTI2012, KITTI2015, Middlebury and Flying Chairs datasets. The experimental results on several public datasets show that our method can obtain more detailed and smoothed flow fields and outperforms [5] on several benchmarks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the recent methods on optical flow estimation. Section III-A focuses on the proposed network architecture. Section III-B mainly discusses the proposed loss function combining prior assumptions. In section IV, we present the experimental results. Finally, we give a brief conclusion in section V.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we provide a brief survey of methods based on traditional machine learning for optical flow estimation. And then, we mainly focus on methods based on deep learning in optical flow area.
A. MACHINE LEARNING-BASED OPTICAL FLOW METHOD
Before deep learning optical flow methods are proposed, several authors have applied machine learning techniques to optical flow estimation. Sun et al. [22] studies a statistical model using training sequences which contain image pairs and ground truth flow fields. However, the learning process is limited by the lack of training samples. Li and Huttenlocher [23] presents a method for learning optical flow by modelling a continuous-state Markov random field (MRF). Rosenbaum et al. [24] learns local statistics of optical flow using Gaussian mixture models.
B. DEEP LEARNING-BASED OPTICAL FLOW METHOD
Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been used in optical flow estimation. Dosovitskiy et al. [5] first proposes two networks, FlowNetS and FlowNetC, for learning optical flow end-to-end, which take two consecutive input images and output a dense optical flow map using an encoderdecoder architecture. In this work, a large synthetic dataset for training named Flying Chairs is published, which is generated by rotation and translation. Based on [5] , Vaquero [25] joints coarse-and-fine reasoning for deep optical flow learning by casting the task to a joint classification and regression problem. Mayer et al. [26] applies the architecture of [5] in disparity and scene flow estimation, and publishes a large synthetic dataset for training disparity and optical flow. Teney and Hebert [27] presents a CNN architecture to learn dense optical flow from video sequence, which is trained on only 8 sequences of the Middlebury dataset. Ranjan and Black [28] combines spatial pyramid formulation with deep learning architecture for optical flow estimation, which estimates large motions on coarse layer and warps the second image toward the first one using the up-sampled flow from a previous level. Ilg et al. [29] improves the accuracy of optical flow estimation by stacking several sub-networks. This large network is first trained on FlyingChairs, and then is fine-tuned on FlyingThings3D proposed in [26] . However, the running time is increased due to the stacked operation. Zhang et al. [30] proposes a novel deep motion representation for understanding human behaviors in videos, which suppresses background noise in images and emphasizes human motion. Hu et al. [31] proposes a recurrent spatial pyramid network to deal with large displacement problem. [5] , [25] , [28] , [31] all use Flying Chairs dataset as basic training set for supervised learning.
However, the supervised learning methods always require a large number of synthetic datasets for training. Obtaining dense flow ground truth for real scenes is usually difficult. To address this problem, other researchers present unsupervised learning methods for optical flow estimation. Ahmadi and Patras [32] presents a method training a CNN using the UCF101 dataset for motion estimation in an unsupervised manner, and using brightness constancy assumption with a Taylor series expansion to guide the training process. Yu et al. [33] designs an unsupervised network based on FlowNetS [5] architecture, which consists a loss function that combines brightness constancy assumption with a spatial term. Long et al. [34] trains a CNN for optical flow estimation by interpolating frames. Zhu and Newsam [35] extends DenseNet architecture [36] to a fully convolutional network (FCN) to learn motion estimation in an unsupervised manner. Ren et al. [37] presents an unsupervised learning network based on FlowNet architecture [5] , which uses nonlinear data term and spatial smoothness to constrain the training process of the network. Although these unsupervised methods [32] - [35] , [37] do not need to use large datasets as training samples, the accuracy is slightly inferior to the supervised approaches.
III. APPROACH
Given an image pair I 1 , I 2 and ground truth F , our object is to train a CNN model that can estimate the per-pixel motion field F. The F contains u and v which are horizontal and vertical displacements respectively. We first introduce our network architecture for optical flow estimation in Section III-A. Then, we provide details on how the extra assumptions are integrated with a CNN model in Section III-B.
A. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Many current networks for learning optical flow [25] , [29] , [32] , [33] , [35] , [37] follow the basic architecture proposed in [5] . FlowNet created two networks, FlowNetS and FlowNetC. The FlowNetS contains two parts: contractive part and expanding part. In contractive part, two images are FIGURE 2. An overview of our proposed framework based on FlowNetS. The network architecture is based on FlowNetS, which is composed with a series of convolution layer and deconvolution layer. The contractive part is similar as FlowNetS. In the expanding part, after each deconvolution operation, the predicted optical flow value at the corresponding resolution is output, which is used to calculate the multi-assumption loss.
first stacked together and are fed through a series of convolution layers. Then, the last convolution layer generates two feature maps corresponding to the horizontal and vertical predicted optical flow with low resolution. Because we need to get dense flow field which has same resolution with the input two frames finally, successive deconvolutions are used to expand the flow in expanding part. Thus, per-pixel motion field can be estimated using CNN end-to-end. Another proposed network FlowNetC is to create two separate processing streams for the two images and to combine them using correlation layer which can find matching between the two streams.
In our framework, we employ multi-scale scheme to guide the supervised learning by down-sampling images to different smaller scales. we adopt FlowNetS and FlowNetC architectures and propose a multi-assumption supervised learning loss function which is added in the expanding part during the network training. Fig. 2 shows our network architecture based on FlowNetS. The contractive part contains successive convolutional layers with different strides (1 and 2). Fig. 3 shows the contractive part of FlowNetC. The expanding parts of FlowNetS and FlowNetC are same. In the expanding part, in contrast to FlowNetS and FlowNetC [5] , our model not only employs the endpoint error (EPE) loss at different scales in to guide the learning of the network but also incorporates the prior assumptions which contain brightness constancy, gradient constancy and smoothness term to constrain the training of the network. These prior assumptions can be seen as extra auxiliary terms to guide the network training. The smoothness term is incorporated with an edge-aware formulation (image-driven), which takes advantage of the gradient of image to avoid over-smoothing at the edge of motion. All these prior assumptions are based on total variation (TV) regularization. The warping operation is employed to transform the second image to the first image using the predicted flow at different scales. To enable backpropagation of the warping layer, we adopt the spatial transformer module [6] . In particular, the warped image can be expressed as the following formula,
where the I mn is the input image and the (m, n) are the coordinates in I mn . (x 2 , y 2 ) are the sampling coordinates in the second image. Backpropagation processing is defined by computing partial derivatives,
where
can be computed in a similar way. In summary, our network can be trained end-to-end. During training, we use data augmentation to avoid over-fitting. Given two consecutive images and corresponding ground truth, the network automatically calculates the losses caused in the training process and carries on the backpropagation. All the layer weights are learned end-to-end through backpropagation. During test, given an image pair, our network can output the predicted dense optical flow directly. The basic constraint of optical flow estimation is brightness constancy which assumes that the value of a pixel is not changed by the displacement,
where I (x, y, t) denotes the pixel value at point x = (x, y) at frame t, and w = (u, v, 1) T is the searched displacement vector between the frame t and another frame t + 1, u and v are horizontal and vertical displacements respectively. In our framework, we put the brightness constancy assumption into our optimization process and define a loss function as Eq (5) to measure the predicted flow error during training,
where the N denotes the total number of pixels, and the ρ D is robust penalty function. Here we use the Charbonnier penalty function (x 2 + 0.001 2 ) α . The brightness constancy assumption has an obvious drawback which is quite susceptible to the slight changes in brightness. To address this issue, gradient constancy assumption is employed in many traditional methods for optical flow estimation, which can be given as following,
where ∇ = (∂ x , ∂ y ) T denotes the spatial gradient. In our framework, gradient constancy assumption is put into the network, which is defined as Eq(7),
2) SMOOTHNESS TERM Here, the model estimates the optical flow without taking any interaction between neighbor pixels into account, which neglects the spatial information in the image. Hence, it is useful to introduce the smoothness of the flow field as an extra assumption. Early smoothness assumption for optical flow is global smoothing as Eq (8) to assume a smooth flow field, For the smoothness loss, we adopt an image-driven formulation, which can avoid over-smoothing at the edge of motion.
As shown in Eq(9), we define a smoothness loss that contains robust penalty function for decreasing outliers,
instead of using L 2 norm, we use Charbonnier penalty function ρ S . The derivative formulations of Eq(9) are shown as Eq(10) and Eq(11),
where the W , H are width and height of image, the u i,j , v i,j are horizontal and vertical flow in point (i, j).
3) SUPERVISED TERM
To supervise the network with ground truth flow, we employ the endpoint error (EPE), which is the standard error measure for optical flow estimation. The L epe is shown as following,
where u i,j , v i,j are the predicted flow fields at point (i, j) from the CNN and u i,j , v i,j are ground truth flow fields at (i, j) respectively. The total loss is a simple weighted sum of the brightness constancy loss, the gradient constancy loss, the smoothness loss, and the EPE loss,
where λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 and λ 4 weight the relative importance of loss terms during training. As shown in Fig. 2 , we calculate the L final at different resolution in the expanding part.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate our methods on several optical flow benchmark datasets including MPI-Sintel, Flying Chairs, Middlebury, KITTI2012, and KITTI2015, and compare our results to existing traditional methods (non-learning) and learning methods (both supervised and unsupervised methods).
A. DATASETS FOR TRAINING AND EVALUATION
An overview of the used datasets is given in Table 1 . Chairs and Things3D are the synthetically generated datasets. KITTI is a real-world dataset and has two versions: 2012 and 2015. MPI-Sintel is a synthetic dataset which contains two versions: clean and final. The following is a detailed introduction to these datasets.
1) FLYING CHAIRS
Flying Chairs is a synthetic dataset created by applying affine transformations to images collected from Flickr for optical flow learning. The dataset contains 22232 training image pairs and 640 test image pairs with ground truth flow. 
2) MPI-SINTEL
MPI-Sintel is also a synthetic dataset based on an animated movie and contains many large motions up to 400 pixels per. There are 1628 frames, 1064 for training and 564 for testing. It has two parts: clean and final. Clean contains realistic illuminations and reflections. Final additionally adds rendering effects like motion, defocus blurs and atmospheric effects.
3) KITTI OPTICAL FLOW 2012
KITTI optical flow 2012 is a real-world dataset created from a platform on a driving car and contains images of city streets. It consists of 194 training image pairs and 195 test pairs with sparse ground truth flow.
4) KITTI OPTICAL FLOW 2015
KITTI optical flow 2015 is a real-world dataset created from a platform on a driving car and contains images of city streets. It consists of 200 training scenes and 200 test scenes.
5) FLYINGTHINGS3D
FlyingThings3D is a large dataset to train convolution neural networks for disparity, optical flow and scene flow estimation. It consists of 25000 stereo frames with ground truth data and contains 2247 different scenes. This dataset is built to facilitate the training of large convolution neural networks.
B. TRAINING DETAIL
Our network was trained end-to-end using Adam optimization, where its parameters β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.999. We first use Flying Chairs datasets to train our network with 600k iterations. As the same with [5] , we split the dataset into 22232 samples (i.e. image pairs) for training and 640 samples for testing, respectively. And, we started with learning rate λ = 1e − 4 and divided it by 2 every 100k iterations after the first 300k. The pre-trained model is named ''Ours-600k''. We further trained model with long iterative process. We first used FlyingChairs dataset to train the network with 1200k iterations and set batch = 8. We started with learning rate λ c = 1e − 4 and divided it by 2 every 200k iterations after the first 400k. Then, we fine-tuned this pre-trained model on FlyingThings3D with 500k iterations. We started with learning rate λ t = 1e − 5 and divided it by 2 every 100k iterations after the first 200k. The model fine-tuned on FlyingThings3D is named ''Ours-1700k''. Due to the difference between the datasets for training and the datasets for testing, the adaptability of the model on some new test datasets will be reduced. To address this issue, we fine-tuned ''Ours-600k'' on Sintel training datasets (clean and final) for 8000 iterations using learning rate λ f = 1e − 6. The finetuned model is named ''Ours-ft-600k''. We added our prior Table 3 .
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we compare our proposed method to recent state-of-the-art approaches on different benchmarks. The evaluation results on the training and testing sets are reported in Table 2 . On MPI-Sintel, Middlebury, KITTI2012 and Flying Chairs, we use average endpoint error (AEE) as our criterion for error evaluation. On KITTI2015, we use ''Fl-all'' which is ratio of pixels where flow estimate is wrong by both ≥ 3 pixels and ≥ 5%. References [1] , [8] , [13] , [38] , [39] are not learning methods. References [5] , [25] , [27] - [29] , [31] - [33] , [35] , [37] are learning methods based on CNNs. References [5] , [25] , [27] - [29] , [31] are supervised learning methods. References [32] , [33] , [35] , [37] are unsupervised learning approaches. Visual results are presented in Fig. 4, Fig. 6 , Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for MPI-Sintel dataset, KITTI2012 dataset and KITTI2015 dataset.
1) MPI-SINTEL
We evaluate the performance of our model on MPI-Sintel in two ways. First, we used Flying Chairs dataset to train our model directly, fine-tuned the pre-trained model on FlyingThings3D (optional) and evaluated our performance on Sintel clean and final datasets (both training and test sets). From the Table 2 , we can find that our model ''Ours-S-600k'' outperforms FlowNetS [5] on Sintel training and test datasets (clean and final versions), and outperforms FlowNetC [5] on Sintel training set (clean version) and Sintel test set (clean and final versions). The model ''Ours-C-600k'' outperforms FlowNetC [5] on Sintel training set (clean version) and Sintel test set (clean and final versions). The results of ''Ours-S-600k'' and ''Ours-C-600k'' show the effectiveness of using prior assumptions. And our model ''Ours-S-600k'' outperforms another supervised methods [25] , [27] , [28] , [31] on Sintel final dataset and Sintel clean (training set) dataset. For Sintel clean (test set), ''Ours-S-600k'' performs inferior to [28] (AEE 6.69). Compared with unsupervised methods [32] , [35] , [37] , ''Ours-S-600k'' outperforms [32] , [35] , [37] on Sintel test set (final version). ''Ours-S-1700k'' outperforms most learning methods such as [25] , [28] , and [31] - [33] on Sintel training and test dataset. ''Ours-C-1700k'' outperforms learning methods [5] , [25] , [27] - [29] , [31] , [32] , [35] , [37] on Sintel training and test set. And from the Table 2 , we can find that the ''Ours-C-1700k'' can achieve the best results on Sintel clean and final (test set). In Fig. 8 , we compared ''Ours-C-1700k'' with ''FlowNet2.0-C'' and visualized the results. Second, we fine-tuned our model on Sintel (clean and final versions). The fine-tuned model is listed as ''+ft'' in Table 2 . We compared our fine-tuned model with ''FlowNetS+ft'' and ''FlowNetC+ft'' [5] . The results show that ''Ours+ft'' outper- Examples of optical flow estimation from different prior assumptions using MPI-Sintel dataset (final version). The ''E+B'' denotes using endpoint error and brightness constancy assumption. The ''E+B+S'' denotes using endpoint error, brightness constancy assumption and smoothness assumption. The ''E+B+S+G'' denotes using endpoint error, brightness and gradient constancy assumption and smoothness assumption. In each row left to right: image, ground truth flow and 4 predictions: FlowNetS, Ours-S-600k (E+B), Ours-S-600k (E+B+S) and Ours-S-600k (E+B+S+G). Note that all our methods improve the results. forms ''FlowNetS+ft'' and ''FlowNetC+ft''. Visual results on the Sintel final dataset are presented in Fig. 4 . To visualize the flow fields, we used the tool provided by Sintel [40] . In Fig. 4 , we compared our model ''Ours-S-600k'' and ''Ours-C-600k'' with FlowNetS and FlowNetC. Our results are more detailed and smoothed due to the brightness, gradient and smoothness (image-driven) assumptions.
2) KITTI AND MIDDLEBURY
We evaluate our method on KITTI datasets (2012 and 2015) using the basic model which is trained on Flying Chairs. On KITTI2012, our method ''Ours-S-600k'' outperforms learning methods [5] , [8] , [28] , [31] , [33] , [35] , [37] , [39] on both training and test sets. Traditional methods [1] , [39] get results close to ours. Compared to [38] , ''Ours-S-600k'' get a higher AEE on test set. However, the result of ''Ours-C-1700k'' is close to [38] . On KITTI2012 test set, ''Ours-C-1700k'' achieves the best result (AEE 5.77) in Table 2 . We also tested ''Ours-S-ft-600k (Sintel)'' on KITTI2012 and KITTI2015 dataset. The experimental results show that the accuracy of the model fine-tuned on the Sintel dataset is slightly improved on the KITTI dataset. An example of optical flow estimation on KITTI2012 training dataset is shown in Fig. 6 . On KITTI2015, [8] , [28] , [33] outperforms [5] and our models by a large margin. An example of optical flow estimation on KITTI2015 is shown in Fig. 7 . On Middlebury, the AEE of our method is higher than [8] , [27] , and [28] . The results on KITTI and Middlebury datasets suggest that because our model is trained on simulated data, such as FlyingChairs, FlyingThings3D, the model is not adaptable enough for real-world scenarios such as KITTI and Middlebury datasets, and requires fine-tuning on different datasets.
3) FLYING CHAIRS
We split the Flying Chairs dataset into training set (22232 image pairs) and test set (640 image pairs). On test set, the results of ''Ours-S-600k'' is better than FlowNetS [5] , but worse than FlowNetC [5] . The result of ''Ours-C-1700k'' is better than [5] . In summary, in Table 2 , ''Ours-S-600k'' outperforms FlowNetS [5] on Sintel, KITTI, Middlebury and Flying Chairs datasets and gets best result on KITTI2012 training set. ''Ours-C-1700k'' gets the best performance on Sintel training and test set in Table 2 . The experimental results demonstrate that adding prior assumptions into learning optical flow network can improve the accuracy of optical flow estimation. Finally, our model can product more refined and smoothed flow fields. 
D. ABLATION STUDY
To understand the effects of each assumption in the proposed model, we conduct ablation analysis on different assumptions added in our model ''Ours-S-600k''. Table 4 shows the overall effects of them on MPI-Sintel training dataset. The final running time of the test process is shown the performance of ''Ours-S-600k''.
In Table 4 , the top of two rows suggest that by adding brightness constancy assumption to the baseline network, the model improves it results from 4.50 to 4.37 on Sintel clean version and from 5.45 to 5.23 on Sintel final version. The gradient constancy assumption is also significant. The second and third rows show that adding gradient constancy assumption, the result of clean version improves from 4.37 to 4.33, and the result of final version improves from 5.23 to 5.21. As shown in the third and fourth rows, we find that adding the smoothness assumption (image-driven) also improves the performance of model on Sintel (clean and final versions). The bottom of row suggests that adding all assumptions together can get the best results on Sintel (clean and final versions). Visual results of optical flow estimation from different prior assumptions on Sintel final dataset are shown in Fig. 5 .
E. RUNNING TIME
Running time is also an important factor for optical flow estimation. In Table 5 , we first show the running time of other methods reported in their original experiments. Note that different methods were tested on different GPU models. Test environments for the original models are shown in Table 5 . Variational methods [8] , [13] were tested on CPU, and [8] , [38] , [39] were tested on GPU. All learning-based methods were only tested on GPU. Because our models used layers only implemented on GPU, we just tested our models on GPU. Further, we compared our models with traditional methods [38] , [39] and learning-based method [5] on the same GPU model (NVIDIA 1080 Ti). The results show that our models can improve the accuracy without increasing the running time and can obtain faster speed than traditional methods [38] , [39] . Based on [5] , we modified the loss function, which only works on training process. So, the running time of our model is same as [5] . In particular, our model is more accurate than traditional methods on Sintel final dataset.
V. CONCLUSION
We presented an end-to-end multi-assumption supervised CNNs for optical flow estimation. In our network, we leveraged prior assumptions from well-proven energy-based flow approaches, such as brightness constancy, gradient constancy and image-driven smoothness assumption. We showed that adding these assumptions during training can improve the accuracy of optical flow estimation and can guide network to get more detailed and smoothed flow fields. The experimental results on several benchmarks demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework. In future work, we will explore more robust loss function and novel network architecture. 
